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inclined
to forces and manifestations of nature. Man is
and wherefore of the physical world in
primitive and knew very little of the why
It is interesting that when man was more
practical workings of the world a deep dis-
harmony between the two.
MAN, THE SAVAGE

collegians performing subconscious sacrifices
fish that are the

gloomy abyss of
sweeping up
human race is so prophesied. Perhaps instead
behavior which make us believe that this not-
There must be dark and hidden signifi-
ments of this year should do much to do away

in television sending antennae is a
use is expected to have
Since Euclid, man had been content to explain space
will link gravitation with electricity and bring all

man's moral behavior and, 2-

Arthur M. York, '38

DOES LIGHT SPEED CHANGE?

Pictorially significant It is a campaign to build Bullying 1 sale
for architecture is aimed to be under way. We
have caught a glimpse of what we
The novelists and dramatists who carry


LEARN the RHUMBA, TANGO, SHAG, PALAIS GLIDE, ETC.
$1.00-Saturday prices $1.25 hour total start-
CLASS ESERVED FIRST 500 TIX 50c, $1.00
PAPARONE DANCE STUDIOS
2154 SPYKE RD AT 45TH STREET
Tel. MAL. 6-6691

WALTER'S RESTAURANT
EXCELLENT FOOD AND LIQUORS
Large Portion-steaks Cooked on Electric Grills
Specialty COCKTAIL BAR
314 BEACON STREET COOLIDGE CORNER, BROOKLINE